We show how the reconstruction of digital holograms can be speeded up on ordinary computers by precomputing the chirp factor in the Fresnel transform for a given detector array size. The speedup in time is shown for various hologram sizes. We also run the same algorithm on a Nvidia GPU. The speedup and the error introduced due to quantizing to different levels is investigated. Additionally a variance based autofocus algorithm is implemented using the quantized chirp reconstructions.
INTRODUCTION

Digital holography
1 is a fast growing field with many applications including Microscopy 2 , Metrology 3 and 3D information processing 4, 5 and display 6 . In digital holography, an interference pattern of coherent light reflected off a 3D object and a plane 'reference' wave is recorded by an image sensor like a CCD or CMOS array. This interference pattern, called the digital hologram (DH), captures the true 3D information of the illuminated part of the object. The image of the object can then be reconstructed from the digital hologram by numerically propagating the wavefield back to the plane of the object using the theory of diffraction 7 . Due to the nature of the interference, an out of focus twin image noise and a zero order noise appears in the reconstruction along with the real image. These can be removed using an off-axis recording geometry of recording holograms 8 or by capturing a number of phase shifted holograms 9 . Since the reconstruction is done by propagating light numerically any known systematic aberrations in the optical setup can also be numerically compensated. Another advantage of digital holography is that the holograms can be transmitted to another place to be reconstructed remotely and studied 10, 11 . The resolution of the reconstructed object primarily depends on the sensor area size, the total number of pixels in the camera and the bitdepth of the camera 12 . Modern CCD camera are in the megapixel range and this makes the DH memory size large (~4MB for a 2 megapixel, 16 bit camera).The corresponding reconstruction algorithms are time consuming and computationally intensive for real time application and for use in simple hardware on portable devices.
It is useful to reduce the complexity of reconstruction of holograms for applications like real time digital holographic microscopy of growing cell cultures and digital holography of fast changing events 13 . Recently the use of graphics cards for general purpose computing has become popular. These methods exploit the parallel many-core capability of the GPU to offer a significant speedup over CPUs. GPGPU (General-purpose computing on graphics processing units) has been used to show the speedup of reconstruction (up to 180x faster) of holograms on the GPU architecture [14] [15] [16] . *npandey@cs.nuim.ie
These hardware approaches require extra hardware and programming effort. Another way to decrease processing time of the DHs is to reduce the complexity of the algorithm by reducing the memory usage of the variables. The quantization of the hologram and the result on the reconstructed images has been studied before. Quantization techniques have been applied to compress the digital holograms to reduce the memory size of large digital holograms. [17] [18] [19] . In Ref [20] , the authors reduced the quantization bit-depth of the recovered phase from phase stepped interferograms and showed that reconstructed images are perceptible even at 1 bit of quantization (2 levels). In Ref [21] , the authors studied the effect of quantization in phase shifting digital holography and it was shown that the use of 4 bits for hologram quantization is adequate for visual recognition of the reconstructed images. Display devices like LCDs (Liquid crystal displays) and SLMs (Spatial light modulators) have an addressing resolution of typically 8-12 bits. As imaging sensor technology grows towards larger CCDs/CMOS sensors and higher bit-depth cameras and digital holography finds more practical applications, such studies are very useful.
In this paper, we aim to i) reduce the numerical complexity of the reconstruction of the digital hologram on general computer architecture by precomputation and quantization of the quadratic phase factor ('chirp') used in the Fresnel transform. and ii) We investigate the impact of quantization in the numerical computation on the quality of the reconstructed digital holograms.
In section 2, we review the Fresnel transform algorithm and the experimental setup used for recording the digital holograms. In section 3, we show how some precomputations of the chirp can speed up the computation on CPUs and GPUs. In section 4, we subject the chirp to quantization to compress it and reduce the memory size and study the effect this has on quality of the reconstructed image intensity and finally in section 5 we apply these precomputed and compressed matrices in a variance based focus search algorithm in which many reconstructions are required at various distances. We note that the results in this paper can be applied to other numerical transforms.
RECONSTRUCTION USING FRESNEL TRANSFORM
The propagation of a wave field can be approximated by the Fresnel transform. This is an approximation of the Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral. Consider the Fresnel transform that describes the relationship between the wavefield at two planes h(x,y) and
where a is a constant, λ is the wavelength. In digital holography, we deal with discrete representations of this transform since the hologram is discretized at the CCD into NxM samples at intervals of Δx and Δy in the x and y directions. Δx and Δy being the pixel pitches of the sensor. Direct discretization of the Fresnel integral gives the following
Here Γ(ξ,η) is the matrix of NxM points which describes the complex amplitude distribution of the real image and Δξ and Δη are the sampling periods in the reconstructed images. For a thorough investigation of the resulting numerical algorithm, and the range of d over which it is useful, the reader can consult Ref [22] . We assume we have available to us, a hologram, H, of NxM size of an object placed at a distance d from the camera. A practical implementation of the direct Fresnel transform to calculate the reconstructed image intensity is as follows.
• Calculate the grid of the X-Y plane where each element represents the X,Y co-ordinates of the pixel.
(m,n) = (mΔx,nΔy) for m=-M/2 to M/2-1 and n=-N/2 to N/2-1
at all the points on the grid.
• Perform element to element multiplication of C and H , P=C.H
• Perform 2D Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) on P. This is fastest using the FFT algorithm (fast Fourier transform) 21 , F=2DFFT (P).
• The reconstructed image intensity is given by |F| We focus our attention to the intensity of the reconstructed image and thus the second phase factor is not calculated here.
The camera pixel pitch is Δx and Δy in x and y directions. H is quantized according to the quantization level of the camera. And C is calculated in the computer with user defined precision. The DFT is calculated using the FFT 23 algorithm and this makes the calculation much faster (O(klogk) where k is the size of the matrix).
Experimental setup
The experimental setup used to capture our digital holograms for this study is shown in Fig.1 .
Fig.1 Experimental setup
We use a Mach-Zehnder interferometer to record inline digital holograms of macroscopic objects both in the reflection and transmission mode (for transmissive objects). Our object for this study is a 5cm long stormtrooper figurine. We use a 12-bit camera (AVT-Dolphin 145-B) for recording and our setup is capable of performing phase shifting digital holography. A mirror is attached to a piezo actuator (Piezosystem Jena, PZ38CAP) that can be moved in a perpendicular direction to its plane in steps of 10nm by applying a voltage to the piezo controller (NV401CLE by Piezojena)and phase shifting in the object beam path can be realized.
PRE-COMPUTATION OF CHIRP MATRICES
In order to speed up the Fresnel reconstruction, we note that the chirp is independent of the input hologram field. The second chirp and the constant factors are also independent of the input. These matrices are composed of the exponential phase factors which are time-consuming to compute. If we precalculate a range of these matrices for different distances and load the corresponding data from memory during reconstruction, we can save 2NxM computations of sines and cosines and thus reduce the time for reconstruction. This is advantageous for real time high resolution digital holographic systems running on nominal hardware. The computation reduces to two vector multiplications and the FFT algorithm. We perform the reconstructions using preloading on a NVIDIA Geforce 8800 GTXgraphics card (with 768 Mb of onboard memory) on a AMD Athlon 64 X2, 2.31Ghz, 2 GB RAM. We use the Jacket 24 engine for Matlab to run our code on the GPU. The results are shown in Table 2 . A large number of these chirp matrices which cover a large distance can be stored permanently in memory and can be accessed by the program whenever the reconstruction is demanded for a particular distance. In section III, we study how these matrices can be quantized with reduced number of unique elements and the effect on reconstructed visual quality. Quantization reduces the compressed file size and the memory storage of the chirp. They also contain lesser number of sines and cosines are thus faster for multiplication operations employing lookup tables in FPGAs.
QUANTIZATION OF THE CHIRP MATRICES
In this section we reduce the quantization of the chirp phase factor and study the effect on the reconstruction. We do so by restricting the total number of angles used to calculate the sines and cosines to by the chirp to a fixed number. Thus the chirp matrix can be represented using fewer bits. This reduces the total filesize of the data file and thus allows the possibility to load up a large number of matrices in the program memory space. The quantized chirp can further be subjected to a lossless or lossy compression to reduce the file size further of the precomputed matrices. The compressed files will then have to decompressed during execution of the Fresnel integral which takes much less time than the full computation.
Consider the algorithm described in section 1 to compute the chirp phase factor for a hologram of an object placed at a distance of 285mm of size 1024x1024, with a wavelength of 785nm and with a pixel pitch of 6.45um in both directions; Using the direct reconstruction, the computed chirp matrix has a total of 104265 unique angles at which the sines and cosines have to be calculated. If we 'bin' the angles into a smaller number of levels, we will not only reduce the number of computations required to generate the full chirp matrix but also reduce the total number of bits per pixel required to 'represent' this matrix. (For example using 512 angles we can represent using 9 bits per pixel).
A digital hologram of the object (a storm trooper figurine), placed at a distance of 28 cm from the CCD is recorded with our setup and the numerical reconstruction is performed using different chirp matrices. A 2D highpass filtering operation is performed on the hologram to remove the zero-order term. Table 3 below shows the quantized values of the angles and the resulting phase distribution and the reconstructed image. As it can be seen limiting the number of angles to just 4 gives perceptually satisfactory images.
To quantify the difference, we calculate the NRMS error between the reconstructed intensities and the original intensity by using the following equation where I fc is the reconstructed intensity using a complete chirp calculated at all the required angles and I qc is the reconstructed intensity of the quantized chirp NRMSE= ∑∑ ∑∑ − Fig.1 shows the NRMS error obtained from the reconstructions. The error is at its highest for 4 angles in the chirp (0.241) and decreases with increasing the number of angles. It can be debated whether the NRMS error metric is a reliable metric when comparing images from a visual perceptive point of view. It has been shown that the MSE is not always good metric for such studies 25 and variance of the image is a better metric. Additionally the fact that popular video display units have 8 bits of quantization for each color, and that most high end SLMs have an addressing mode of 8 bits, means that the reconstructed images will have to be subjected to a rescaling and quantization during display. In Fig.2 we show the percentage variance of the reconstructed image versus the number of bits required for the angle in the chirp. The variance reduces to less than 30% for the 4 level representations. Because of the decreased randomness of the data, the quantized chirp matrices can be compressed effectively using lossless compression techniques. We use Matlab's built-in compression scheme used in saving MAT format files to compress and store the chirp matrices. Matlab's compression scheme is based on gzip [26] [27] [28] (DEFLATE algorithm). 
VARIANCE BASED FOCUS CALCULATIONS USING QUANTIZED CHIRP
In previous sections, we have shown that even with calculating the chirp function using just 4 angles, the reconstructed object can be perceptible. In this section we investigate the application of our faster Fresnel algorithms to a variance based focus search algorithm that identifies the correct focusing distance. A focused image of an object has sharp features and the focusing distance can be found by using variance as a measure of the sharpness of the image 29, 30 . A section of the reconstruction plane was taken and the variance of the pixel values of that section measured at different reconstruction distances. The variance was calculated for the chosen section of the reconstruction plane. The focusing distance is 285mm as checked manually. The variance of a reconstructed object in general varies smoothly as a function of reconstruction distance. The jitter introduced due to the quantized chirp can be removed by a simple mean filter. Similarly this could also be applied for 3D object recognition in digital holographic reconstruction 5 shows the variance vs. distance plot at different levels of quantization. The correct distance has been unambiguously recovered using a 2 bit representation of the chirp.
CONCLUSION
We have shown the benefits of using a table of precomputed chirp phase factor matrix on the speed of digital hologram reconstruction on normal CPUs and GPUs. The speedup improves with larger matrices and occurs due to the fact that loading large data from memory takes very little time compared to calculation 'on the fly'. We have reduced the quantization of the precomputed phase factors in order for it to be compressed effectively and have shown the NRMSE and variance of the reconstructed image intensity. Additionally we have also shown how this highly quantized chirp can be used in focus search algorithm where a large number of reconstructions at different distances over the search range are required. In this paper we have limited our investigation to the direct method of computing the intensity of the Fresnel transforms which is made up of one chirp multiplication and one FFT. Other methods of reconstruction also require calculation of chirp data which is independent of the input hologram. The slightly more accurate method based on the Fresnel-Kirchoff transformation requires FFT followed by multiplication by a chirp like function followed by a second FFT. Since this chirp like function (which reduces to a chirp in the paraxial Fresnel approximation) is independent of the input hologram field, its precalculation will also result in considerable time savings. These reduced complexity matrices can give perceptually satisfactory reconstruction of 3D objects embedded in holograms and autofocus algorithm based on variance gives the correct focusing distance.
